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1. A i~ of the paper 
This paper is intended as a supplement to our book with Johnsbr~ten [1] and 
our paper on l<t-trees [2]. Concerning [1], we present here a sket~'h of a 
construction of a model of the theory ZFC+CH+SH which is censiderably 
simpler than the one given in [1] (though using 1he same central idea of iterated 
Souslin forcing). The same idea can be used to simplify the construction i [2] of a 
model of the theory ZFC+CH+SH+-TKH.  And whilst we are dealing with [2] 
we shall correct an unfortunate error which occurs on the very last page. (Actually 
the error creeps in a little earlier, but only becomes apparent-- lf  at all--at the 
very end. by which time the reader is probably somewhat too weary to spot the 
difficulty.) As Ronald Jenscn pointed out, the discussion of [2, Section 6] can~ 3t 
be carried out for the situation we developed and indeed, far from being a motJel 
of -~KH, our model satisfies O ' .  The problem is the way we forced to introduce 
all those closed unbounded sets. In order for our subsequent arguments o work, 
this should be done in tandem with the initial collapse of the inaccessible cardinal 
(regardcd as an iteration).' This i'~ easily arranged, and we present a sketch of the 
correct construction i  Section 4 of this paper. 
Brielly, the improvement to [ 1~ and [2] is this. We can eliminate the necessity of 
forcing the combinatorial principle <>* to hold (in both [ 1] and [2] i. The closed set 
forcing itself provides enough diagonalisation facilities. In the case of [1] this 
results in a much more 'natural' proof. With [2], this makes our task much easier 
with regards to correcting our previous error. 
This paper will be t,3tally inaccessible to readers not armed with a copy of [1], 
and almost inaccessible without a copy of [2] also. Consequently, we assume you 
have hath at hand, and refer to them freqaently. We also use the notation and 
terminology of these articles. 
* This paper arose from comments made to us by Ronald Jensen in Oxford during the Autumn of 
1971;. Part of the paper was written during my brief stay in Oxford at that ime. 
' See Section 4 for an explanation. 
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2. Concerning closed unbounded set lorcing 
We recap the following facts from [1]. The closed unbounded set poser has 
domain 
C ={(v, A)[ v~¢ol & A is a club subset of col} 
and partial ordering 
(v', A ' )~(v .  A),~-~ v'>~v & A 'c_A  & A 'Av= A A J,. 
C is a or-closed po~et, and in the presence of CH, C also satisties the ~=-c.c. If M 
is a c.t.m, of ZFC+CH and G is an M-generic subset of C M. and we .set 
c= U {vnAl(v.A)~G}. 
then in M[G], C is a club subset of o~j such that whenever A is a club subset of 
o~ lying in M, there is a 3,<,Jt such that C -3 ,  g A. Moreover, 
G ={(v. A)I  vnAc_CcA},  
so M[G] = M[C], and we call C an M-generic subset of ~o~ orer C ~f. 
The following two results provide us with the diagonalisation apparatus we 
need in order to dispense with the combinatorial principle Q* in [1] and [2]. 
Lemma 2.1. Let M be a c.t.m, of ZFC+CH.  Let C be an M-generic subset o[ o~( ~ 
over C 'a. Then there is a sequence (S,, I ~ <oJl) in M[C] such that (in M[C]) S,, is 
a countable subset of.qP{a) and whenever X c ~o~, X ~ M. there is a 2¢ < oJz such that 
X N a c S,, whenever ~ >~ "v. 
Proof. In M, by CH, let (W,  l a <¢o~) be a strictly increasing, continuous equ- 
ence of countable sets such that W,, ~_ .9°(a) and 
U wo= U .~(o,). 
Work in M[C] from now on. Define a function f: oJI-~-, o~m by 
f(c~, = rain(C- (c~ + I)}. 
For each a < co~. set 
so ={xn~ Ix~ wr,ol}. 
S,, is a countable subset of ~(a) .  We show that (S,, I~<cot)  is as above, t.et 
X~o~X(M,  be given. In M it is easy to find a club set Ec.:¢o~ such that 
(Va ~ E)(Vf~<a)(x r~#~ W,,). 
Choose "y<~o~ so that C - 'y~E.  Let ~,~-~x <~o~. Then 
f(~)~ C-~_  C-~,c_ E, 
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so as f (a)> a, the choice of E ensures that X n a ~ Wf{,~. Hen:e  by definition of 
S,. X n a ~ S,,. Since a was arbitrary as above we are done. 
As a consequence of Lemma 2,1 we have: 
Theorem 2.2. Let M be a c.t.m, of ZFC+CH.  Let C be an M-generic subset of to~ J 
over C M. Then M[C]~<> ~. 
Proo| .  We start off in M[C]. 
Let (S,. I a <osl)  be as above, and for each a <wl ,  let 
W,,=[x~s [L.,2[X, CNa]]]NP(~).  
We show that (W,~la <~o~) satisfies ©~. Since each W. is clearly countable. 
this means we must prove that if we are given a set A c_ oh. there is a club set 
Bc_oji such that for any a~B.  A na~ W~ and BNa~ IV,,,. 
Let A c_ e~l be given now. 
We now place ourselves in M (until fur iher noticeh 
For each ~ ~ oh. let E ~ be a maximal pairwise incompatible subset of the set 
Since C satisfies the N2-c.c.. we can enumerate E ~ as ((v~, H~)[i <(ol).  
Let 
X={O(~. i, ~,~,, VI[I3,~H~) & (~. i <~ol)}. 
where • is some canonical bijection from ~o 4 onto o~1. 
Thus X c o~. 
We now return to M[C] to complete the proof. By choice of (S. [a<~o~). 
choose 0<:(o~ so that a>O----,XNaaSo. 
Notice that A ~ L[X. C]. and indeed A is f irst-order definable over L,o,[X, C]. 
[Without putting too fine a point on it. the following definition of A suffices: 
A = {0,,161 j (8 c X) 
& (V~ < 02((~))(~ e C~ O(Oo(~). 0,(8), @2(8), ~,)e X) 
&(¥V ~ ~ - 0 , (~))(~ E C-~ O(Oo(a), 01(a), 02(8), ~)~ X)}, 
where 0o, 01.02. O~ are the inverse functions to 0.]  
By rccursion now, we define a normal sequence (a,. I t, < ~1) in ~o~. Let a .  > O 
be least such that 
L~,[X n ,~,,. c n ~,,]< L~,[X, C]. 
If or,, is defined, let a,,. ~ > a, be least such that 
L~..,[X n a,,. ,, cna , ,~  J<  L~,[X, C]. 
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If lim(A) and a,. v<A,  are defined, let a~ =sup~<~,a~. Let 
B ={a,, iv<to,}.  
B is a club subset of oJ~. And if ote B, then 
L.,[x na,  cna]< L.,,[X, C]. 
We complete the proof by showing tha! if a e B then A n a, B Ntx c W,,. 
I,et a e B. Since a > 0, X n a ~ S,,. Hence 
p(a)nL,~+2[x na ,  cna]c  W,~. 
Now, as L , [xna ,  Cna]<L , , , , [X ,C] ,Ana  is first-order definable over 
L,,[Xfqa, CDa].  Thus 
AQa~L,~, , [xna ,  CNa]c_ W,,. 
Again. B n a is definable from O. L,~[X n or, C n a]  in the same way that B was 
defined from O, L~,[X. C], and this definition clearly relativises to L,, ~ ~[X f"l a. C n 
OL], SO 
Bna~L.~[xna ,  Cna]c_  W,,. 
So we are done. 
3. Getting Con(ZFC+SH+CH) 
This section "replaces' chapters VIIi through X of [I]. tWe used quotation 
marks here because what wc do here is give a very brief sketch of the new proof. 
The reader will need to consult these chapters of [1] in order to fill in the details.t 
We continue to use the notation of [1]. 
Fix M~, a c,t.m, of 2',FC+ (2 '~ = tot)+ (2", = to2). First extend M, to a model of []. 
(To do this, proceed as in [1, Lemma 1, p. 75].) Call this new model Mr. Working 
in M~ now, iterate the closed set poset oJ2 times, as described on 11, p. 114 
through 119]. Let M, be the resulting model, in the passage from M, to Me 
cardinals have been preserved, no new countable sequences of ordinals have been 
introduced, and (2"' = wt) and (2 ~', = toe) continue to hold (as does GCH if it held 
in the original model). Working in M2 we construct an o~2-sequence of Souslin 
algebras. By Theorem 2.2 together with [1, Lemma 6, p. 81], ~ holds in M> 
Limit stages in the construction are handled by means of the qteration lemma ~ of 
[1, Lemma 12, p. 86]. It is the successor step which dilters from the approach 
adopted in [1, Chapter IX]. We dispense with the principle ©* and proceed in a 
much more direct manner. In place of the 'Crucial lemma" of [ I, p, 100] we have 
the following result: 
Theorem 3.1. Let M be a c.t.m, of ZFC + CH. In M, let B be ,: Souslin algebra and 
let T be a Souslinisation of B. Let "F ~ M ~a~ be, with [~-~alue l, an Aronszajn tree. 
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Let C be an M-generic subset o[ w~ for C ~. Then it~ M[C] there is a Souslin 
algebra ~ such that ~ is a nice subalgebra of B and II'F is speciall~ = ~. 
Our sketch proof of Theorem 3.1 will occupy the rest of this section, When we 
are done, the simplified consistency proof for Con(ZFC + SH + CH) is obtained by 
using Theorem 3.1 in place of the 'Crucial lemma' of [1] in order to handle 
successor steps in the iteration, much as in [1, Chapter X]. It is clear that the 
assumptions on M are less restrictive than in the 'Crucial lemma'. Readers 
familiar with the proof of the Crucial lemma given in [ 1] will notice that the proof 
of Theorem 3.1 given below is much simpler than the argument used in [1]. 
Before we commence, notice that 7" and T are quite unrelated. This is 
somewhat nonstandard, but convenient in this case. 
We say p ~ T fixes 7" I 6 if there is a normal c~-tree, which we shall denote by 
20~, such that pll-~! 'T  [ ~ " ~' = T'd. In M we can find a normal sequence (rl(~) I ~x < 
tot) such that any pc T,,,,, fixes T [' ~(a). We may assume that rl(0)= 0. Letting 
(4, I s  <tot) be the normal enumeration of C, we can find an ~ <o~1 such that 
-~,, = ~ and rl{~,~l= 3~ for all /3~>a. By renaming C-~/~ as C if necessary, we 
may assume that ~ = 0 here. 
Working in M[C], we shall construct a Souslin tree "1" with the following 
properties: 
(it tVI" is specialll ~= 'L where [~ = BA(~Ft; 
(ii~ the elements of "/~,, are pairs (x. [) such that x ~ 7~., and j: is an order- 
preserving map of 7".' [ C into ~:  
(iii) (x. [)<~n (x', [') ill x ~< rX' & l '~- {': 
{ivi if (x. f>~T, and y~T~,, where 18>a. y<Tx,  there is a g such that 
(y. g)E ~, and (y. ~)~<.t (x, f). 
It follows in particular from (iv~ that t~ is nicely embeddable in I~ (see [1. p. 
103]L 
In order that the consuaction does not break down we ensure that the 
followir, g conditions are satisfied at each stage: 
(*i if lim(t~l and (x.f)~']~,.t. then for all t~CP~)~.., 
f(t~ = sup{f(sl i s > ,et}; 
l ** )  if (x,[)c'l~,,~t and x'<~x, ht~x')~C, and if b~ . . . . .  b,, are cofinal 
branches of 7'~' which extend to points tt . . . . .  t,, in ('P~,).,,~. and if qt . . . . .  t/. E~ 
are such that q, >sup{[[b, [ C]L i=  1 . . . . .  n. then there is an .f' such that 
(x', [') ~ (x. [) and t"lt,) = ~l,. i = 1 . . . . .  n. (Notice that each b~ [ C has a maximal 
element here.l 
By Theorem:2.2 (and its proof) we can find a sequence (W. I s  <wt> (in M[C]) 
such that W,~ ~is a countable subset of Ho,(a+ 1)= H,~,AV,~.~. which has the 
property that whenever Xm_ H,., is such that X f )V .  is countable for al! ~<cul,  
then there is a club set E~_ to t for which e~ ~ E---~ X fl Vo ~ W,,; moreover, if 
X~M.  we can take E=tot -3~ for some 3,<tot. 
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We shall construct ~" by recursion on the levels. As we proceed we define 
models N~ as follows. If T I a is defined, let ~(a) be the least 8:>or such that 
N~ h ZF-, where 
N~=l_~[W.,,,.~,Cny.÷2, r t 3',~+2,('P~1 y~ T [ (C N3,.÷2)). "F 1' a]. 
To commence, set L, = {(~E~, g))}. And, assuming that I1~, = {I)}ll ~ ---~t, set "rl = 
[(x. (0, ())) [ x E T.~,}, (In fact, we may ~s well assume that T has dom~lin oh and [1"1" 
has domain (b,II ~* = ~.) 
Now suppose ~r [ (a + 2) has been defined and satisfies [ - : ,  (**).  We define 
'F.+2 by forcing over N.+v Let 
S={(x , (x ' . f ) ) lx~ T.,o.~ & x<rx '  & (x'.f)~'E,,~,}. 
Clearly. SEN.+:. Let 
P' ={pip is a finite function & dom(p)c_ (T~)~,,,., & ran(p)_cO & 
(Vt E dom(p))(Vs ~ ('/"~')w,)(t <~:, s --) p ( t )  >/(s))}.  
Partially order P~ by D_. Clearly, ~ ~ No,÷2. 
For each s ~ S as above and each p ~P~, let X,.o be an N.~._-generic subset of P~ 
containing p, and put (x, ft.J LJ X~.p) into "r,,+~. Clearly, "/~ [ (a+3)sat isf ies (*l. 
(**). 
Now suppose lim(a) and "F I a is defined to satisfy (*), (* *). We define T,,, by 
forcing over PC,.. For each x E T~,, let 
B~ ={/)t b is a cofinal branch of 7~ such that for some y~ T~ .... 
with y <rX  there is a z ~ ('I~',L,. wlfich extends h}. 
Clearly, B~ ~ N.. For each x c Tv, , let 
P~ -- {((x', [5, p) i (x'. f')E "~+, for some/3 <a & x <-rX' 
& p is a finite function & dom{p)c__ B~ & ran(p)%G 
& (Vbadom(p))(Vt~ T', ~ [ C l i t~b .---~f'(t) <up(b))}. 
Partially order P~ by 
((x'. f'), p)~t(x", f"). p')ill (x'./") <~ r (x",/") & p _~ p'. 
Clearly P~ ~. N,~. 
For each x~T.~,, and each uelP ~, let X~,. be an N.-generic subset of ~ 
containing u, and put (x, f~..) into "E,. where 
f~.. = U {j" t ((x', f'), 6)~ X~,.}, 
By (*) and (**)  for 7" ~' a. f~.. is an order-preserving map of "/~ 1" C" into ~. If 
we set g~,.=U{pl(:rld)((d,p)EX~.u)}, then g~. . :B~- -~ and for each b~B~. 
g~..(b)=supL..[b I C]. That defines "~ I ,a+ IL There are no new cases of (*), 
( * *) to consider. 
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Finally. suppose lim(a) and "F I' (a+ 1) is defined (as above). We define "F..~ to 
make (*) hold. For each x~T~.,y~Tvo, , .  Y<-rX, and each u~P x, define f~ .... 
from ~ t C into Q by 
L,x.,,lt)=/h'"(t) if t~ T~, 
/g~..(bt if te(T~)~,. &b={s~T~[  t<~:,s}. 
Put (y,]~,.~.,,) into i~+~. Clearly, "F t (a+2)  satisfies (*), whilst there are no 
essentially new cases of (* *). 
That defines "/~. which is clearly a normal to~-tree. 
Lemma 3.2. In M[C], I['F is speciallt a = ~. 
Proof. Let b be M[C]-generic on T. (Thus b is a cofinal branch of "/F.) Set 
b,, = {x ~ T[ (3y ~ T)(y <~TX & (y, f}~ b)}. 
Since C '~f is ¢r-closed in M. T is a Souslin tree in M[C] (see [1. Lemma 4. p. 73]). 
so b,, is M[C]-generic on T (being a coafinal branch of T. of course--see [1. 
Theorem 7, p. 19]). Let 
V~,=uI r "~ lxeb , ,  t C}. 
Clearly. El = ~-MIc~fh~. Set 
l~, = U {[[ (x . f )~b}.  
Then fh is an order-preserving map from ~,Mtc~wl [ C into Q (in M[C][b]). It 
follows easily thai ~MfclrbJ is special (in M[C][b]). Hence, by choice of b, in M[C] 
we have: ]]'I" is specialll ~= ~. 
It remains only to check that 7" is Souslin. We need some lemmas. 
Lemma 3.3. Let D ~ M[C] be dense in T. Let b be a cofinal branch of T. Set 
L, ~t(x.l)e 7"lx~ b'~. 
Then D A "];, is dense in "[;. 
Proof. Just as [1. Lemma 7, p. 107]. 
Lemma 3.4. Let b be a cofinal branch of T and set M'=M[b] .  T"= 
{Tp" I x ~ b I rl[tol]}. Let bl . . . . .  b,, be cofinal branches of "P~, and suppose that C 
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is in fact an M'[bt . . . . .  b,,]-generic subset of to~ over C ~'1. Set 
{(x, f) ~ T I x e b}. Let p: { b l . . . . .  b,, } ~ Q and set 
Let DeM' [C]  be dense in 7"t,. Then DN T"~, is den.~e in "rll. 
Proof. The proof is more or less as for [I, Lemma 8, p. 107]. In fact, up It) the 
bottom of [ 1, p. 108] there is no difference at all. And concerning the argument 
on [1, p. 109], only the first four lines (where property (4) is established) require 
any modification. These four lines must be replaced by the following argument. 
Now, S ~ M'= M[b], and b is an M-generic subset of "/1, which is a Souslin tree 
in M. Hence, using [1, Lemma 4, p. 100], together with the fact that H,,~ '= H,~, 
we conclude that (assuming, as we may, that (W,, I~t<~om) was detined in the 
manner of Lemma 2.1 and Theorera 2.2) for some y<to~,Sf3V,~W, ,  for all 
,~ ~>3'. (A brief examination of the proofs of 2.1 and 2.2 is all that is requir,:d 
here.) Property (4) on [1, p. 109] is now immediate, and the proof concludes as 
before. 
Notice that in Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4, it is enough that M is a c.t.m, of 
ZF  +CH+ 'there is an uncountable cardinal'. 
Lemma 3.5. In M[C], "f" is a Souslin tree. 
lhroo|. Work in M[C]. Let J he the usual v function such that for any set 
X, (J(~, X) [ c~ c- On) enumerates L[X]. 
Let X be a maximal antichain of ~'. For c~<to~, let Xa =XNT [ o~. We show 
that X = X,, for some a. 
There is a club set E~¢o~ such that for all o~eE, T t o~ = "f'N V, and X., is a 
maximal antichain in T I c~. And there is a club set A, which wc can lake to be a 
subset of E, such tha~ X N V, ~ W, for all a e A. Thus, for (,~ ~ A we have: X,. is a 
maximal antichain of "P I a lying in W,,. 
Choose Yc_o~l, Y~ M. so that "I'. X, A c L[~: C] and to~ = tof~ +lvl, Pick r<to2 so 
that ('F, X, A )= J(~',(Y, C)). 
By [2, Lemma 5.12, p. 310] (which is superior to [1, Lemma 3, p. 99]) we can 
find an NeM,  INtM=R,,,N<H~,. so that (r. Y. 7:7")~N,  and a c.t.m. U of 
ZFC in M, such that, if rr :N ~ (J is the collapsing isomorphism and we set 
e¢ = ,n-(tol): 
(i) /~, T I (c,+ 1),<T'~[ yc- T, ...... ~,>e U: 
(ii) Ccqa is U-generic over w(Cm): 
(iii) there is a ~e M[C], qr_~w, such that ~r(C)=CNa and 
- MfCI  ~ : N[CA(x]< H,~,  
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Clearly, r r (T )= T I' a and { 1F~t., 'rr('l~t is a normal  ~- t ree  on &'. Since 
r, Y, CEdom(r r )< H~rCk "r, X, A ~dom(~) ,  and clearly ~-('F)= "~ I oL, @(X)= 
X,., fi '(A) = A not.  In part icular,  A f"l ot is club in or, so e~ = sup(A ('lot), so as A is 
closed in ~o~, a e A. Hence X,. c W.  and X,~ is a maximal antichain of T I a. Set 
D={yE ' /F  Iot ] (::lx ~ X,,)(y <-~i-x)}. 
Then D c N,, and D is a dense initial section of ~" I a. Also, D E N[C  fq o~]. 
Suppose now that x~ T,,. Set b=b~={yeT I ot lx<~.y}.  Now, T I a is a 
Souslin tree in /~ and 7" I a has the same propert ies in N[Cf3~]  as ~" has in 
M[C] .  So, applying Lemma 3.3 to/~', D~/~[C~a] ,  "l" I a, b, T I oz, we see that 
Df3(T  [ a )  ~' is dense in (2? I a )  ~. Now set 
where P~ was the poset associated with x in the definit ion of T,., (Note that lira(c0 
and 3'. = a here.) Clearly, E ~ N~. 
Claim. E is dense in ~.  
Ignoring the proof  of the claim for the moment ,  let us see how this yields the 
desired result. Well, "i'. was constructed by forcing ever  N,~ with the posets 
P~. x a T,,. Hence,  if u E "F,, and (u)o = x c T~,, there is a v 6 D such that u <~-rV. But 
this is true for any x ~ To. Thus  every e lement  of "F. extends a memb,.~: of D, and 
hence extends a member  of X.. Thus X = X.  and we are done. 
There  remains the proof  of the claim. Let (u, p )~P~ be given., Let dom(p)= 
{hi . . . . .  b,,}cB~. Since ('/*~![y~'/~ ..... l , )~U,  we have bl . . . . .  b,,EU. But 
T I c~+ 1 6: U, so hc  U. And  we know that DN(~"  I a)  b is dense in (7" I a)  ~'- So, 
applying Lcmma 3.4 to IN', b, T ~ e~, l~ ( - rr('F)~'L bt . . . . .  b,,, C na ,  ~' I o~, p. D f"l 
('l" t (~b"~ IQICn¢~][h] we conclude that D f"l(1" I (~t~ is dense in ('/" t a)~. Now, 
(u ,p )eP  ~, so u~(7"  I' a)~. Hence there is a v~(T  I' ot)o" such that v<~-u and 
r c D. Then (t~, p )EPL  (v, p )~(u ,  p). and (t', p )e  E. The claim is proved. Hence so 
too is the lemma. 
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This section replaces Section 7 of our  paper [2]. As there, the aim is to 
construct a c.t.m, of ZFC+GCH+ -nST+-nKT.  
Fix a c.t.m. M of ZFC+ V = L + ' there is an inaccessible cardinal' ,  and let 
c M be. inside M. the first inaccessible cardinal.  
First of all. what did we do in [2]? We first of all extended M to M[I] by 
collapsing • to ~ in the usual fashion (h la L6vy). We then extended M[I] to 
M[I][C] to make <>* valid (a step which we now know to be unnecessary, though 
this is not related to the error  in any wayL We then let N = M[I][G][(C~ [ u < K)], 
where the sets C,, are generic club subsets of ~o~, as in Section 2 of this paper. 
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Finally, we were able to construct he desired model N[H] by means of iterated 
Souslin forcing. As it stands, this does not work. Indeed. it is easy to see that it 
could not. Already when Co is added, <>~ becomes valid, as we saw in this paper, 
and KT follows from <>+. So, as KT is preserved by cardinal absolute forcing, and 
KT will hold in N[H]. What we should have done is to regard the initial collapse 
of K to oJ2 as an iteration of length K (this is a common device), and to alternate 
the steps in this iteration with the introduction of the club sets C~, v<K.  This 
ensures that any KT which is introduced via a club set C,, is eventually destroyed. 
A close examination of the various factoring arguments in [2, Section 7] will 
reveal that we were in fact implicitly asstmling the above situation when we 
carried out the original proof--so none of that needs to be changed. Our mistake 
was in the way we described the preliminary set-up. As it was, the factoring is 
easily seen to be invalid. 
And now to the correction. 
Work in M for a while (until further notice). For each ~" < K, let ff~¢ be the poser 
of all countable maps f such that dom( / )c  o~ t and ran([)c_ r. ordered by reverse 
inclusion. Notice that each PC is o--closed. 
Define a poset Q as follows. The elements of Q are countable functions p such 
that dom(p)c  o~ 2. If ~-e dom(p), then p(1-) is a quadruple (f. u. ,~, x) such that: 
(i) [~PT;  
(ii) v~ co~; 
(iii) .A~ V'°'×P'~; 
(iv) x c_ v; 
(v) (p [ "r.f)ll-c~.~,'.~ is a club subset of o3; & ft. n b=.C.  
The partial ordering of Q is: 
p '~  p lit dom(p') ~ dom(pi & (Vr ~ dom(pt)[if p(~-)= (]~ v, J~. x} 
and p'(r)=(f.u',fi,',x'}, then f'~_f&v'>~v& 
(p' t ~,f')~o~ "~,'~_A&A'nr,:Anr,']. 
For r <o~2, we set Q~ ={p [ r lp~Q }, and partially order Q, as Q. 
To be precise, Q~ !is defined by recursion on r < oJ,, of course, but the abovc 
description gives the(final picture, with Q= U,,,,,:O~. Anti it is clear :we hopcl 
what Q does. If G is M-generic on Q~ and we force with Q,., i/G over M[G].  then 
this forcing adds a map from t,~ onto r by means of an M[G]-generic st bset H of 
P~, and then adds a club subset of ~ol by means of an M[G][H]-generic subset of 
C Mfc'lfH~ (where, as before, C denotes the club set poser). It is relevant o this 
discussion that each Q~, hence also Q, is ~r-closed in M, so Q adds no new 
countable sequences of ordinals. In particular, the posers P~ arc absolute 
throughout. 
It is a routine matter to verify thai ~ satisfies the K-c.c. Consequently, leaving 
M now, if G is an M-generic subset of Q, then ¢o~ = to~ tl¢~t, (M~') M ---(M~'j~i"k 
M[G] t= GCH, and K = oJ~ m~. Moreover, using Theorem 2.2 and [1, Lemma 6, p. 
81], M[G]~©. Since M ~ V= L and K was the least inaccessible in L, K is not 
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Mahlo in L ~f61, so M[G]  ~ []  (by a result of Jensen--see [2, p. 292] for details), 
Fix G now. 
Working inside M[G] ,  we construct a sequence (B~ I u < ~o 2) of Souslin algebras 
much as in [2, Sections 5 and 6]. (More precisely, modify the construction of [2] in 
the same way that we modified the arguments of [1] in Section 3 of this paper. 
The fact that the iteration of the club set forcing takes place at the same time as 
the collapsing of K does not affect the argument in any significant manner.) Set 
B-- U . . . .  B,,. 
Then taking H an M[G]-generic subset of B, M[G][H] is easily shown to be a 
model of ZFC+GCH+--nST+~KT.  The argument is along the lines of [2, 
Section 7]. In detail, it is now considerably simpler and, of course (!) correct. 
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